Are you passionate about improving the lives of children and young people?
Are you seeking to develop further understandings of childhood and the status of children?

Come and study childhood at University College London (UCL) Institute of Education!
MASTERS-LEVEL STUDY: MA SOCIOLOGY OF CHILDHOOD AND CHILDREN'S RIGHTS
“The MA has broadened my overall understanding and enabled me to critically reflect upon and strengthen
my professional practice working with children and young people for Children's Services.”
— Dean Goddard
This MA gives you the opportunity to:







Earn a post-graduate qualification from a world-leading institution committed to high quality and
innovative research
Investigate a range of cutting-edge social theories about childhood and society
Gain an understanding of varied childhoods from a global perspective
Examine children's rights approaches in various sectors (e.g. health, education, social care, development)
Develop insights and practical skills for conducting research with children and about childhood
Learn from internationally renowned experts including research-active academics, professionals, and
third sector organisations.

“The tutors' comprehensive understanding of childhood was reflected in their dynamic delivery
styles and enthusiasm throughout the course. It never failed to draw students into compelling and thoughtprovoking discussions.”
— W'Ayendjina Antchandie
Flexible study options are available to help you balance study with your other commitments.
“The course is exceptionally well planned and taught by excellent lecturers both from within the university
and externally.”
— Rebecca Broere
Your next steps: Find out more on our website or contact Dr Rachel Rosen, Programme Leader: r.rosen@ioe.ac.uk.

MPhil/PhD STUDY IN CHILDHOOD
Applications are now being accepted for doctoral candidates in Childhood and Children’s Rights. Studying for
a research degree offers the exciting prospect of working at the frontiers of knowledge under the
supervision of an expert and in the company of equally enthusiastic and dedicated fellow researchers. Tutors
at UCL IOE have expertise in the social studies of childhood: unequal childhoods in global contexts; work,
play, and study in children’s everyday lives; children, violence and conflict; adult-child relations; the politics
of children and childhood; children’s rights; and social justice.
Your next steps: Look at our website and some of our staff profiles: Dr Kirrily Pells and Dr Rachel Rosen

